The lensing data of the galaxy cluster Abell 1689 can be explained by an isothermal fermion model with a mass of 1-2 eV. The best candidate is the 1.5 eV neutrino; its mass will be searched down to 0.2 eV in KATRIN 2015. If its righthanded (sterile) modes were created too, there is 20% neutrino hot dark matter. Their condensation on clusters explains the reionization of the intercluster gas without Pop. III stars. Baryonic structure formation is achieved by gravitional hydrodynamics alone, without dark matter trigger.
Introduction
It is presently understood that the mass density of the universe is (nearly) equal to the critical density, with a fraction Ω B ≈ 4.5% in baryons, Ω D = 20 − 25% in dark matter and the rest in dark energy. In the standard view, dark matter is cold, that is, a mass in the TeV regime, or at least warm, keV or more. Well over 40 searches have been performed, which failed to detect the dark matter particle, or came with claims that are not broadly accepted: the annual variation of the signal recorded in DAMA or the "two hints or background events" of CDMS-II.
In Ref. 1 the present author takes a "blind" approach to describe the lensing data of the galaxy cluster Abell 1689. The assumptions are: the dark matter is a non-interaction (quantum) gas; the cluster is stationary; it may be approximated as spherically symmetrical; the mass distribution is isothermal for each of its components: Galaxies, X-ray gas and dark matter; all three components are subject to the common gravitational potential. While galaxies and gas are so dilute that a classical isothermal model applies, the dark matter may in principle be quantum degenerate, having a Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac distribution. If the mass comes out large and thus the density low, either case will reduce to a Maxwell-Boltzmann.
Thermal fermion model
The mass density of fermions with mass m,ḡ degrees of freedom at a temperature T in a gravitational potential U (r) and chemical potential µ = αk B T reads
In dimensionless variables x = r/R * , φ = mU/k B T , with thermal length
γ for the dark matter component, and Boltzmann terms for the galaxies (G) and the X-ray gas (g),
This model is applied to lensing data of the galaxy cluster Abell 1689. The plotted quantity is the 2D density contrast between the inner disc with radius r and the disc between r and some fixed r m ,
2 is the average projected mass profile,
We make a 1.455 ± 0.030 eV.
This is much below the keV or TeV regime of the supposed warm or cold dark matter, so the approach rules them out. In Fig. 1b we neglect the Galaxies and the gas, and plot the curves for a Bose-Einstein distribution in the limit α → 0 − , for a classical isothermal model and for an NFW profile Whileḡ is the number of states that can be filled in the cluster formation process, g is the filling factor in the dark matter genesis. The global mass fraction thus reads
0.1893 ± 0.0039. that by itself leads to neutrinoless double beta decay, be it a rather weak one, the present upper bound is ∼ 0.5 eV. With the Dirac mass matrix at the 1.5 eV scale, the meV Majorana mass matrix presents an anti-see-saw mechanism.
Neutrinos are free streaming at the decoupling and condense on the galaxy cluster fairly late, at z ∼ 7. The theory of violent relaxation predicts a Fermi-Dirac distribution. Since the cosmic baryonic voids are till then filled with neutrinos, the metric is then quite homogeneous. It is intriguing to see whether the present inhomogeneity can explain the cosmological constant of the concordance model.
The region in Abell 1689 where the neutrinos are quantum degenerate is millions of light years wide, a truly large scale for quantum behavior.
Gravitational hydrodynamics explains baryonic structure formation without cold dark matter trigger, because viscosity is more important than often realized 7, 8 Galactic dark matter is observed as MACHOs of earth weight and in other ways.
7,8
Therefore neutrino free streaming is not ruled out by structure formation arguments.
